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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

dwp | design worldwide partnership signs MoU with NEXT
Hospitality, creating ‘dwp | next’ for integral hospitality
design concepts + solutions
__________________________
dwp | design worldwide partnership recently signed an agreement with NEXT
Hospitality, in Bangkok on 23rd August 2012, to create a brand new hospitality
design concepts + solutions partnership ‘dwp | next’.

World-class architecture and interior design firm dwp has entered into a partnership with NEXT
Hospitality, to create the new partnership dwp | next, further extending their sphere of
expertise and service offering to clients worldwide.

Together, dwp | next fuses the services and skills of two exceptional companies, to provide
dedicated vertically integrated F&B solutions, individually tailored to the specific needs of each
hospitality client. A trusted partner to the hospitality industry, from feasibility studies through
to completed project delivery, dwp | next provides F&B consultancy and design services to the
highest international standards around the globe. With over three thousand completed design
projects, and a vast hospitality portfolio, dwp | next presents the necessary experience and
demonstrates the unwavering capabilities, to exceed client expectations in all aspects of
hospitality concepts, design and solutions.
“This is an exciting time for dwp, as we continue extending our one-stop integrated design
service offering to our clients. We are greatly honoured to be partnering with such a specialist
and innovative company, who shares our vision of providing excellence and the highest
international standards,” remarked Brenton Mauriello, CEO for dwp | design worldwide
partnership.
“The creation of such an innovative and complete relationship has long been awaited. Finally,
there is a creative and highly focused passionate company, which can provide a complete scope
of services to the client. We are proud to be a part of a such a leading, globally recognized and
respected company, which puts clients first and also strongly believes in providing the total
quality experience,” stated Russell Paine, CEO of dwp | next, formerly CEO of NEXT Hospitality.
dwp | next aims to provide unique tailor-made food and beverage consultancy, concepts,
architecture, interiors and development, focused on sustainable quality and outstanding
results.
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About dwp | architecture + interior design:
From small, voracious, entrepreneurial beginnings, since 1994, dwp has flourished into an awardwinning, one-stop integrated design service, with global reach. Even in the most challenging of locations,
over 450 multi-cultural professionals work together to deliver architecture, interior design, planning
consultancy and project management, across borders, to the highest international standards. With
currently 12 offices in 10 different countries, dwp presents its finest iconic designs time and again.
About NEXT Hospitality:
NEXT Hospitality has consistently created innovative lifestyle-inspired concepts, consultancy and
solutions for the hospitality industry across Asia-Pacific and Europe. Focusing on F&B brand
development, service and concept design, as well as project management, attention to detail from
inception to completion is paramount. Services include devising concept themes, vision and unique
identity, in addition to complete handling of all aspects of concept development implementation.

About dwp | next:
dwp | next fuses the services and skills of hospitality architecture and interior design with unique F&B
concepts and solutions, to provide dedicated, comprehensive vertically integrated services, individually
tailored to the specific needs of each hospitality client. From feasibility studies through to completed
project delivery, dwp | next provides F&B consultancy and design services to the highest international
standards around the globe, as a trusted hospitality industry partner.
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